
Module: A General Theory of Missile Weapons
By: Bryant Baxter

This is a simple module which better defines how to make Bows, 
Guns, and other projectile weapons.

General

Weapons and Ammo: The value of the ammunition and the missile 
weapon combined cannot exceed its desired size (for example a 
small gun wanting to be 300 monies in size (small one handed 
weapon) would theoretically cost 200 monies and its ammo 100 
monies before applying discounts for consumeability.). Ammo is 
initially assumed to have no targets. All values for both are added 
together.

Mandatory Restrictions: Restrictions labelled as mandatory 
generally should not be ignored with regard to Effects from non-
supernatural sources.

Restrictions

Mandatory Missile Weapon Restrictions: 

Requires Ammo [type]: The Weapon requires some form of defined 
ammunition to operate (such as arrows, small rounds etc..) for each 
Target that it strikes. The weapon maker may opt not to define a 
type, loosing their bonus Effect for the Restriction but being allowed 
to use any form of ammunition that can fit into the weapon.

Popular Optional Missile Weapon Restrictions: 

10 Turn Reload: After 10 Turns of actions with the weapon it must 
be reloaded requiring an action and sufficient ammo to fire for the 
next series of Turns. 

5 Turn Reload: After 5 Turns of actions with the weapon it must be 
reloaded requiring an action and sufficient ammo to fire for the next 
series of Turns.

1 Turn Reload: After 1 Turn of actions with the weapon it must be 
reloaded requiring an action and sufficient ammo to fire for the next 
series of Turns.

(Note: You may take each of the individual "Turn Reload" 
restrictions gaining its bonus Effects but requiring only the lowest 
"Turn Reload" number to be relevant). 

Long Reload Time: It takes an extra Turn to reload the weapon. This 
Restriction may be taken multiple times (but shouldn't be taken 
excessively).

Mandatory Ammo Restrictions:

Requires Weapon: Cannot function without being fired from a 
weapon.

Requires Weapon with type: Weapon must have a Restriction 
defining that it can fire this type of ammo.

Popular Optional Ammo Restrictions: 

Backfire 1: Weapon fails to fire normally and instead deals its 
damage to the user on a check roll (die roll unmodified) of 1.

Backfire 5: Weapon fails to fire normally and instead deals its 
damage to the user on a check roll of 5.

Backfire 10: Weapon fails to fire normally and instead deals its 
damage to the user on a check roll of 10.

(Each individual Backfire may be taken gaining its bonus Effects 
but requiring only the highest Backfire number to be relevant)

Lethal: Cannot scale back the lethality of the Attack. (A kill is a kill, 
a swoon is a swoon, damage cannot be reduced.)

Examples:

Pistol
Description: Standard Gun
One handed weapon
Effect: Range 3, +2d6 damage ; Restrictions: Requires Ammo 
[small munition], 10 Turn Reload
Cost: 300 monies

Small Munition
Description: Bullets for a standard gun
One handed weapon (consumable)
Effect: +1d6 damage; Restrictions: Requires Weapon, Weapon 
requisite this ammo, Lethal
Cost: 1.25 monies 
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